The Coil Winding and Electrical Manufacturing Exhibition (CWIEME) 2010 - The world’s
largest coil winding trade show in the world since 1996 will take place in a few days,
starting from 22nd June at the Messe Berlin in Germany.
This show is an excellent opportunity for the companies who want to find at one time in
one venue: suppliers, high quality, innovative products and specific solutions given from
industry experts ranging from Australia, Brazil, China, Europe, India, Korea, USA and so
on.
The company Dr. Mueller GmbH with the stand number 2113 is looking for offering the
visitors the optimal solution for each application and for this reason, Dr. Mueller will
exhibit the high technology made in Ahlhorn through its range of alternative electrical
insulation products such as:
- New aramid papers and prepregs: that can be alternative developed in calandered and
uncalandered versions or produced as aramid pressboards or multilayer insulation
materials.
- Flexiso® extreme: thin interlayer insulation for transformers. The thickness of this
material starts at 0,006 mm (Insulation class up to 220 degrees).
- Solvent-free produced laminates which is an eco-friendly laminate that is glued without
solvent.
- Rigidiso®: transformer glass fiber net as armoring (Insulation class F and H).
In spite of the widening range of activities and products, the company Dr. Mueller,
located in Ahlhorn, maintains its core competencies: cutting, punching, shaping and heat
treatment. From Germany to Brazil and United Kingdom, quality is the principle.
The company philosophy “Our customer’s production lines should never stop due to a
lack of our products”. Implementation of this philosophy ensures a steady growth in the
company’s activities. Committed to the quality of its products and services, the company
carries out regular quality control management in accordance with ISO 9001.
For more than 35 years the company has supplied the electrical and electronics industries
with its wide range of components and insulation systems for transformers, wind
generators, electric cars and electric motors. Dr. Mueller develops and implements
technical solutions, logistics and packaging solutions which are specially adapted to
customer specific requirements.
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